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T'ang Red and Tourmaline Green are available in vitreous china only.

planning personality into your bathroom...

The era of stark, lifeless bathrooms is quickly disappearing. In its

wake is an exciting trend toward colorful, interesting bathroom

design. Today, style-conscious homeowners insist on planning their

own bathrooms as they do the other rooms in the home . . . they are

proud to “leave the bathroom door open.”

What goes into a “comfortable” bathroom? Fixtures, of course.

They must be “right” in color, size, convenience and style— those

features which will contribute so much to the comfort of your bath-

room. By attractively planning other elements around the fixtures,

your own bathroom design will materialize right before your eyes.

Selecting the right fixtures presents no problems because

American-Standard fixtures are available in many different colors

and styles. Three exciting new shades— Regency Blue, Manchu Yel-

low and Tourmaline Green— have been added to the five already

popular colors of Persian Brown, Platinum Gray, T’ang Red, Ming

Green and Corallin. There is a color here to suit any taste. The

variations of color combinations that can be developed around any

one of these “lifetime” colors are limitless ... no matter how small

your budget.

There are other elements to be considered, such as accessories,

design, convenience, light — just to mention a few. Even if you have

an architect or decorator, this booklet will help put your ideas to-

gether . . . help you plan a bathroom with personality — atmosphere

— sparkle. You will discover it to be an exciting and gratifying ex-

perience. With this thought PLANNING MODERN BATHROOMS
IN COLOR has been prepared for you.

Joseph P. Gaugler and Faber Birren, leading American

color consultants, developed the three new colors—Re-

gency Blue, Manchu Yellow and Tourmaline Green—
that give you this range of colors by American-Standard.
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fashioned in color... with a flair for elegance

The Neo-Angle Bathtub. ..a conventional size bathtub in a 4' by 4'

area. The Neo-Angle bathtub offers added convenience and safety

in corner seats, low sides and flat bottom. Available in any one

of six lustrous American-Standard colors and white.

Your bathroom will have that “custom” look of luxury when it includes a spacious counter top

lavatory and graceful tub. To fashion a feeling of comfort and striking beauty, plan your bathroom

around bright Manchu Yellow fixtures by American-Standard. Illustrated below, a custom

counter, Monogram fittings and attractive paneling add to the warm appeal of this lovely room.
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...the beauty and convenience of twin lavatories

Bathroom “traffic” will no longer be a problem with twin lavatories in your new or remodeled bathroom.

Notice how the long mirror and soft Corallin lavatories . . . with roomy shelves for todetries . . . combine

to make a spacious “wash-up, make-up” area. An extra-long corner tub — 5% feet - and the quiet-

action one-piece toilet, in its own recess, give you built-in comfort, convenience, color harmony.

Master Pembroke Bathtub P 2207-21 Companion Lavatories F 102-24 Master One-Piece Toilet F 2000-1

The Master Pembroke Bathtub

. . . Quality, comfort and beauty

are the "highlights” of this cast

iron corner bathtub. The wide

bathing space and flat bottom

are features of this model, too.

And the extra length of a 5Vi

foot tub gives more "stretch-

out” room.



Symphony Lavatory F 90-24 Master Pembroke Bathtub P 2227-21 Compact Toilet F 2050-1

for lasting appeal — clean, simple design . . .

The Symphony Lavatory

. . . Spacious luxury in gen-

uine vitreous china. Meas-

uring a generous 36" by

22", this lavatory offers a

wide counter surface . . .

ideal for toiletries and

cosmetics. Exquisite Mono-

gram fittings with Ruby

handles accent the beauty

of this fixture.

To have a bathroom as modern tomorrow as it is today, select basic colors and “neat” accessories.

Notice the bathroom shown above. The Regency Blue fixtures are made more beautiful by the soft

pattern of the wallpaper. The dignified lines of the lavatory and tub further add richness and

elegance. A simple opaque plastic partition gives an air of privacy to the quiet toilet.
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The Neo-Health Toilet . . . This at-

tractive vitreous china toilet intro-

duces a new concept of personal

cleanliness. Just a touch of the

lever releases a gentle cleansing

stream of water from a separate

compartment in the tank. Not a

second toilet in the bathroom . . .

but a new toilet for complete per-

sonal cleanliness.

Comrade Lavatory F 121-21 Master Pembroke Bathtub P 2225-11 Neo-Health Toilet F 2024-1

for a mellow mood — plan around soft Persian Brown . . .

Brown is another color that offers endless opportunities for changing color schemes.

Here, the deep-toned wood panelling, contrasting light tile and subtle Persian Brown

fixtures all complement one another. And notice how the attractive spatter pattern floor

tile adds a contrasting lightness making a bathroom that is truly different.
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modern fixtures suggest “a touch of tomorrow

Plan your new or remodeled bathroom so that it will stay new for years. By selecting

these modern fixtures— completely new in design—you can change the accessories as

often as you like and have a “new” room each time. Notice how accessories—the bright

rug, striped shower curtain and matching seat— accent the Ming Green fixtures to give

this bathroom that “always fresh” look of tomorrow. The tub and lavatory were styled

by Walter Dorwin Teague, nationally known industrial designer .

Compact Toilet F 2050-1 im Bathtub P 2015-21 Parliament Lavatory F 93-24

The Buckingham Bathtub ... New

...different.. .long clean lines ac-

cent its simple beauty. And this

rugged cast iron bathtub is prac-

tical. The attractive step-down rim

seat design is a step up to safety

. . . means “step-in, step-out” ease.

The Buckingham is gracefully

styled to suit any bathroom decor.
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The Restal Receptor Bathtub .. .Attractively styled in

rigid cast iron, the Restal measures only 38" x 39".

A corner seat, low 12" sides and flat bottom make

it ideal for showers, bathing children and foot

baths. The Restal helps you have that most-important

second bath.

n at
there is room for that “full” second bath . . .

And the Restal makes it possible. Especially designed to fit in shower stall space, this tub provides plenty

of room for both baths and showers ... is ideal for small bathroom installations. In the illustration

above, the Restal is a “perfect fit,” enabling children to be bathed easily and safely. Durable fixtures in

Platinum Gray offer you practical bathroom beauty.
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One-Piece Toilet F 2005-1 Dresslyn Lavatory Dressing Table F 127-14

Your guests will be sure to compliment you on the beauty and convenience

of this powder room. In rich T’ang Red, this cabinet lavatory and low

one-piece toilet contribute to the spacious storage areas here. Notice how
the wall paneling and striped towel accent the fixture colors, too.

powder room convenience...

for family and friends

Here’s a good way to build in hospitality for your guests and convenience

for your family at the same time. A powder room . . . with ample stor-

age space.

Recessed shelves, the large mirrored medicine cabinet and the shelf

back lavatory in the illustration below provide space galore for toiletries,

cosmetics, handbags, etc. Striking describes the lovely effect created by
these features with the deep Tourmaline Green fixtures. They can be in-

stalled in an area as small as 3'x5'—under a staircase or in a large closet.

Companion Lavatory F 102-24 Compact Toilet F 2050-1
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Master Pembroke Bathtub P 2212-21

for beauty and convenience-

build in the lavatory

The problem of small top surface areas and lack of storage space

in the bathroom is quickly solved by installing the lavatory in a

cabinet or counter. There is no limit to the number of materials

and color combinations that can be used to make the lavatory-

cabinet eye-catching as well as practical. Built-in lavatories are

easy to keep clean, too. Whether you prefer a cabinet unit or a

counter-top installation, American-Standard has a complete

selection of styles and colors designed specifically to add to the

beauty and convenience of your bathroom.

Notice how the cabinet lavatory unit adds both beauty and

storage space to the bathroom at the left. Set off by an extra

long mirror and small contrasting tile, it is the focal point of

this bathroom.

Highlyn P 3001-15

Designed especially for the ladies who prefer the dressing table

feature, this practical lavatory-cabinet combination is available

with a recessed front for added comfort... distinctive appearance.
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The Dresslyn . . . Here is an exciting china lavatory

that is truly different. The graceful exposed front

means more style—more elegance—more color— in

your bathroom. It’s ideal for custom installations

. . . features a wide deep bowl and cast-in soap
dishes for extra convenience. Model No. F 127-11.

The Highlyn . . . Constructed of durable cast-iron, this lavatory makes
a neat, practical counter top installation. Features two convenient

cast-in soap dishes and hidden front overflow. Model No. P 3001-11.

The Arlene ... An easy-to-clean sloped fitting panel

makes this vitreous china lavatory truly distinctive . . .

easy to use. A large 24" x 20", the Arlene features

a wide deep bowl . . . adds a modern touch to your
bathroom. Model No. F 143-24.

cabinets and counters

—

for built-in beauty

The Merrilyn ... An expansive 28" x 20", the Merrilyn

has an extra large bowl for more comfort. Especially

designed for custom installation, this vitreous china

lavatory adds elegance and sparkle to any bathroom.
Model No. F 140-11.
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color planning is easy. ..fascinating

. . . and this new, easy-to-use American-Standard color serv-

ice makes it that way. The following pages show sixteen

original color schemes specially prepared for you by Miss

Lee Childress, a nationally known color consultant. Each

scheme has been developed around an American-Standard

Lifetime Color. Appropriate colors for walls, tile, floor

coverings, towels, shower curtains and accents have been

selected with discrimination to make each scheme tastefully

correct and attractive. Each scheme is arranged to make it

easier for you to visualize what your new or redecorated

bathroom will look like. You will even find the name of

the manufacturer, color and pattern of all materials shown.

Whether you are building a new house, adding a bath-

room or remodeling your present one this service has some-

thing for you. Even in something as simple as buying new

towels or shower curtains, these color schemes offer many

helpful ideas. With this assistance in color planning your

bathroom, you will achieve “professional” results that you

will want to “show off” to your friends and guests . . . and

you’ll have fun doing it, too.
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Ceiling:

Colorizer

Paints

—

Pale

Ice

Green

•

Shower

Curtain:

Ames

—

Aquetta.

Turquoise

•

Ceiling:

Colorizer

Paints

—

Moonlight

•

Shower

Curtain:

Kleinert's

—

Yellow

•

Walls:

Walls:

Colorizer

Paints

—

Pale

Ice

Green.

Wainscot:

Starfire

—

Porcelain-on-steel:

Delft

Colorizer

Paints

—

Moonlight.

Wainscot:

American-Olean

—

Glazed

wall

tile-.

Butternut

Blue

•

Towels:

Martex

—

Lemon

Ice,

Turquoise.

Counter:

Formica

—

Blue

Color

Grain,

38

•

Towels:

Martex

—

Antique

Gold,

Crystal

Pink.

Counter:

Formica

—

Antique

Milano,

14-CW-38

•

Accents:

Sky

Blue,

Pastel

Citron,

Blue

Mist,

Gunmetal

•

Floor

Covering:

Stylon

6-EM-l

•

Accents:

Saffron,

Pastel

Citron,

Hollyhock,

Mocha

•

Floor

Covering:

American-

—

Unglazed

porcelain

tile:

Dark

Blue

46,

Lemon

23,

Pattern:

Flame.

Olean

—

Unglazed

porcelain

tile:

Cream,

Yellow,

Pink.

Pattern:

Broken

Joint

Spiral.



Ceiling:

Colorizer

Paints

—

Pastel

Willow

•

Shower

Curtain:

Kleinert’s

—

Beige

•

Walls:

Ceiling:

Colorizer

Paints

—

Pastel

Sandalwood

•

Shower

Curtain:

Ames

—

Aquetta.

Wal-

Colorizer

Paints

—

Pastel

Willow.

Wainscot:

Church

—

Plastic

tile:

Desert

Sand

Marble

nut

•

Walls:

Colorizer

Paints

—

Pastel

Sandalwood.

Wainscot:

Church

—

Plastic

tile:

Silver

12

•

Towels:

Martex

—

Cameo

Rose,

Misty

Mint.

Counter:

Textolite

—

Heyday

Pink

•

Grey

288

•

Towels:

Martex

—

Platinum,

Butterscotch.

Counter:

Panelyte

—

Gray.

Galaxy

•

Accents:

Mist

Green,

Carnation,

Dark

Bronze,

Mocha

•

Floor

Covering:

Stylon

—

Unglazed

Accents:

Pastel

Sandalwood,

Pastel

Cloud

Gray,

Clover

Pink,

Dove

Gray

•

Floor

Covering:

porcelain

tile:

Dark

Green

41,

Corallin

32,

Light

Green

40.

Pattern:

Two-Size

Checker.

Stylon

—

Unglazed

porcelain

tile:

Brown

50,

Corallin

32,

Light

Grey

60.

CEILING

CEILING
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Here is a full bathroom with ample

storage space installed at the end of

a hall. This area measures only 5'x6'

and includes a Restal Receptor Bath,

a Marledge lavatory and Cadet toilet.

Cadet Toilet F 2112-1

Marledge Lavatory F 305-21

Restal Receptor Bath P 2125-11

planning for that extra bathroom . .

.

5'x6' is all the space you need for a full bathroom. This space may be

an alcove, a storage room, back-to-back closets, the end of a hall or

under a staircase. By quickly figuring the over-all dimensions of your

available floor space, you can determine, from the chart in the back of

this book, just what fixtures are the right size for your new bathroom.

h ^ H

Under the stairs is an excellent spot

for that powder room. By using a

Viking lavatory and Compact toilet

you can make this installation in a

space only 3'x5' and still have room
for accessories.

Viking Lavatory F 385-1

1

Compact Toilet F 2055-1



I

Use that unused space . . . compact cabim

built around your lavatory give extra stora

area—hinged doors for counter space—ver

lated hamper and ample drying faciliti

how to add charm and convenience to your bathroom . .

.

There are many simple economical ideas that can be used to give that new look

and add convenience when remodeling your bathroom. Perhaps one or more

of these suggestions can be worked into your bathroom plans easily. Also notice

how the attractive patterns and colors of floors and walls can add style and interest

to a bathroom.

Put soap and towels within reach ... a

recessed soap dish at both bath and shower

levels eliminates bending and fumbling—

combination grab and towel bars add safety

and convenience.

Extra room for toilet articles ... a dashboard

type cabinet with sliding doors over the lava-

tory puts toilet articles within handy reach.

*

.

I
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full length—full light . . . make this mirror a

welcome addition to any bathroom. Built-in seat

facilitates dressing and doubles as a storage

area for cleaning materials, shower slippers, etc.

built-in laundry hamper ... a feature housewives

bless many times over. The large medicine cabinet is

easily accessible from both sides of the counter, too.

decorative tiles . . . mean distinctive, colorful

bathrooms. They can add exciting design to solid

color walls . . . make bathroom cleaning easy.

shelves with style . . . are ideal for double

lavatory bathrooms. These back-to-back shelves

and mirrors offer more personal bathroom con-

venience for two people.
decorative towel holders . . . and other acces-

sories accent the decor of your bathroom. This

is an excellent way to put the finishing touch to

a luxurious bathroom.
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New Companion—vitreous china front overflow— anti-

splash rim—wide shelf back ledge—cast-in soap dishes.

Model No. F 102-21

an AMERlCAN-<$tai?da*d lavatory

for any bathroom . . . any decor

Whether it is genuine vitreous china or durable cast

iron an American-Standard lavatory meets the high-

est service requirements. Sparkling glass-like surfaces

give lasting beauty and are easy to clean. Select your

lavatory from a complete range of sizes and styles.

Marledge— vitreous china— shelf back— cast-in soap
dishes. Model No. F 305-21

Dentaledge — vitreous china dental lavatory — flushing

rim— built-in backflow preventor. Model No. F 572-1

1

Hexagon—cast iron—acid-resisting or regular enamel—
cast-in soap dish. Model No. P 3859-21

Ledgewood—cast iron—acid-resisting or regular enamel
—cast-in soap dish in shelf. Model No. P 4105-21

Trimledge—vitreous china—shelf back—anti-splash rim

cast-in soap dish. Model No. F 301-21
Decledge—vitreous china—shelf back—anti-splash rim—
cast-in soap dishes. Model No. F 331-11
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quality toilets offer newest design . .

.

reliable performance ... lasting beauty

American-Standard toilets are made of the finest vitreous china. There

is a style available to suit every taste in any one of eight sparkling

colors. Quiet, dependable and easy to clean, an American-Standard

toilet will give many years of efficient service.

Master One-Piece — elongated bowl — siphon vortex

flushing action—one-piece tank and bowl combination

with seat—free standing. Model No. F 2000-1. (Round
front bowl. Model No. F 2005-1)

New Cadet—siphon jet flushing action—close-coupled

combination with seat—extended rear shelf. Model
No. F 2112-1

New Compact—elongated bowl—siphon jet flushing ac-

tion—close-coupled combination with seat—extended

rear shelf. Model No. F 2050-1. (Round front bowl.

Model No. F 2055-1)

New Compton—siphon washdown flushing action

—

close-coupled combination with seat — extended rear

shelf. Model No. F 2116

The Norwall . . . New exclusive residential wall-hanging toilet makes floor and
fixture cleaning easy ... no more awkward reaching on hands and knees. Con-

tour seat has snap-off cover for thorough cleaning. Quiet flushing action makes

the Norwall a truly practical selection. Model No. F 2090-1

Neo-Health—elongated bowl—siphon jet flushing action

— close-coupled combination with seat— posture rim —
built-in spray for personal cleansing. Model No. F 2024-1



Monogram spread lavatory fitting with pop-up drain R 21 1

1

Monogram built-in lavatory fitting with pop-up drain

Monogram bath fitting with diverter

spout R 1011. Pop-up drain R 1700-1

Monogram Fittings— personally yours . .

.

For modern trends in personalized accessories, American-Standard offers the

exquisite Monogram fittings. Styled in satin chrome finish with beautiful, firm-

grip translucent handles, Monogram fittings will add individuality to your new

bathroom.

Quality Fittings—simplicity of design . .

.

Clean, natural lines make Quality fittings so versatile they will complement any

bathroom color scheme. Finished in gleaming Chromard with smooth-working,

easy-to-grip handles, Quality fittings are designed to give that “always new” look.

Quality spread lavatory fitting with pop-up drain R 2101

Quality centerset lavatory fitting with pop-up drain R 2001

Quality bath fitting with diverter

spout R 1010. Pop-up drain R 1700
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. . . accent colors

for your bathroom

i

Just imagine the distinctive appearance your bath-

room will have by adding rich, translucent faucet

handles in vivid color. Available in five exquisite

shades and clear, these easy-to-grip handles are de-

signed to complement American-Standard fixtures in

color. Snap-in buttons monogrammed with your own

initials in either block or script letter style, add a

final note of individuality.

Verdi

Amethyst

Royal Blue

Ruby

for continuity of style

—

matching accessories

For an extra touch of elegance in your new or re-

modeled bathroom, graceful legs and towel bars will

do the trick effectively and economically. Their clean

simple design adds more beauty and style . . . and

these accessories are practical, too. The lavatory legs

are easily adjusted to just the right height—from 30"

to 32V2f'—and they give extra strong support. The

trim towel bars, installed within easy reach of wet

hands, give an illusion of wider, more modern lava-

tory design. American-Standard legs and towel bars

are finished in satin or polished Chromard to match

either Monogram or Quality fittings.

For maximum bathing utility and convenience, in-

stall a modern American-Standard shower head in

either satin or polished Chromard. Each features a

spray adjustor stem for fine or heavy flow. Smooth

ball joints aid in angling the spray at a touch. And
they are made of heavy non-corrosive, non-rusting

brass for years of service.

Quality legs and towel bars (left) R 2820

Monogram legs and towel bars (right) R 2821

Boyd ball joint shower head—R 1301

Victor ball joint shower head—R 1313
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Royal Hostess Sink P 6585-4 Undersink Cabinet NSC-72-C

Royal Hostess Sink P 6535-1 Undersink Cabinet NSC-60-C

kitchen planning is fun too . .

.

To assist you in planning a new kitchen, American-Standard offers a

complete line of durable cast-iron sinks for both cabinet or counter

installations. Hard-as-glass acid-resisting surfaces fight off stains . . .

make cleaning easy. And to solve the storage space problem an

American-Standard one-piece steel undersink cabinet is the answer.

Easy grip handles, easy to clean metal shelves and smooth drawer

action are just a few of the outstanding features that will make this

cabinet the focal point of your kitchen.

Custom-line Sink P 7010-1

Custom-line Sink P 7015-4

Royal Hostess Sink P 6552-4

Undersink Cabinet NSC-42-C



LEFT
it's

hot

complete your cabinet sink unit with a

disposer.. .No kitchen is completely functional

without a garbage disposer. Think of it—garbage

problems flushed away in seconds with an American-

Standard Food Waste Disposer. It will easily handle

all food wastes with minimum noise and vibration.

The factory sealed motor and stainless steel grinding

chamber assure years of dependable service.

The lightweight disposer— less than 25 pounds— is quickly and

inexpensively installed in any sink having a standard size drain.

Model No. AS-65. For dishwasher drain. Model No. AS-65-D.

The Single Lever Faucet . . . The newest innovation in kitchen moderniza-

tion . . . only one lever to select water flow and temperature. Puts an end

to faucet fiddling and annoying dripping. Gleaming chrome finish for

lasting beauty. . . easy cleaning. Single Lever Faucet Model No. R 4150.

the importance of sink faucets ... A sparkling sink faucet will do so

much to add to the beauty and efficiency of your entire kitchen. And because

this faucet is used so much, it should be easy to clean, easy to use. American-

Standard sink faucets have all these features and are available in several models

that include lift-off soap dishes and hose and spray attachments.
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water heaters

Now you can select a deluxe American-Standard water heater that

won’t run out of hot water ... no matter what your family require-

ments. How? Simply fill in the chart shown here and show this to

your American-Standard retailer . . .

If you have any of these . . . write this figure . . . in this

column

HOUSEHOLD FACTOR

Dishwashing

Sink (manual washing)

(gallons of 150° hot water
needed in 2-hr peak period)

6

Automatic Dishwasher 9

Laundry

Tub 24

Standard clothes washer 32

Automatic clothes washer 57 (3 cycles)

Miscellaneous Cleaning 2

Miscellaneous Hand Laundry 8

Each additional bathroom over IV2 8

PEOPLE FACTOR

Family of 4 or under 8

Each additional member 2

For each pre-school child in the

family (for diapers, etc.) 2

ADDITIONAL FACTORS

Approximate size of home

(Number of Bedrooms)

3 or under

For a safety factor

add the following

percentage to the

above sub-total

0%

subtotal

4 10%
5 25%

over 5 40%

TOTAL

. . . this total represents the amount of hot water your home can consume in a 2-hour

"peak-load” period. The retailer will specify the American-Standard (gas or electric)

water heater designed to handle that load.

Up to 25% more hot water is provided with

American-Standard gas water heaters due to a

new burner that sweeps heat across the bottom of

the tank...Fiberglas insulation keeps water hot...

fully automatic safety controls... 10-year warranties.

Created for contemporary living, the Tabletop De-

luxe Electric is a minimum height water heater with

a functional work surface that can be smoothly inte-

grated into a row of base cabinets. American-Stand-

ard electrics offer one or two heating elements to

meet all local electric utility regulations, automatic

thermostats for quiet, efficient operation, many
other exciting new features.



use this product information

It will guide you in the selection of the fixtures that are “right for your new or

remodeled bathroom or kitchen. Insist that your architect and builder specify

and install quality plumbing products by American-Standard.
BATHTUB CHART

BATHTUB
NAMES

PLATE
NO. SIZE

OUTLET
LOCATION

ENAMELED CAST-IRON MONOGRAM
TRIM

QUALITY
TRIMACID RES. REGULAR

NEO-ANGLE
(recess)

P 2100 L 48"
W 49V2"
H 16"

Left
Yes No Yes Yes

P 2105 Right

NEO-ANGLE
(corner)

P 2110 L 491/2"

W 491/2"

H 16"

Left
Yes No Yes Yes

P 2115 Right

MASTER
PEMBROKE
(corner)

P 2212 L 54,60,66"
W 303/4"

H 16"

Left
Yes Yes Yes Yes

P 2207 Right

MASTER
PEMBROKE
(recess)

P 2227 L 54,60,66"
W 303/4" (end]

H 16"

Left
Yes Yes Yes Yes

P 2225 Right

RESTAL P 2120 L 38"
W 39"
H 12"

Left
Yes Yes Yes Yes

P 2125 Right

BUCKINGHAM
(recess only)

P 2017 L 60"

W 303/4" (end;

H 16"

Left
Yes Yes Yes Yes

P 2015 Right

Color: Available in all colors except Tourmaline Green and T'ang Red

TOILET CHART

TOILET
NAME

PLATE
NUMBER SIZE

VITREOUS
CHINA

ELONGATED
BOWL

ROUND
BOWL

FLUSHING
ACTION COLOR STYLE

MASTER
ONE-PIECE

F 2000 223/fe"x 29" / J
Siphon
vortex

All One-Piece

ONE-PIECE F 2005 21V2"x 263/4"
Siphon
vortex

All One-Piece

ELONGATED
COMPACT F 2050 20Ve"x 29i/2 ,r Siphon

jet
All

Close-
Coupled

COMPACT F 2055 20y8 "x 271/2" J
Siphon

jet
All

Close-
Coupled

NEO-HEALTH F 2024 215/s"x 29V2" J
Siphon

jet
All

Close-
Coupled

NORWALL F 2090 21"x 26" Siphon All

Close-
Coupled
Wall-hung

CADET F 2112 203/8"x 271/s"
Siphon

jet
All

Close-
Coupled

COMPTON F 2116 20%"x 27Vs" Siphon
Washdown All

Close-
Coupled

UNDERSINK CABINET CHART

UNDERSINK CABINET
STYLE

PLATE
NUMBER SIZE

NUMBER OF
DRAWERS

NUMBER OF
SHELVES

THREE COMPARTMENTS
FOUR DOORS

NSC-72-C
NSC-60-C

72"x 24V2"
60"x 24V2" 2 2

THREE COMPARTMENTS
THREE DOORS NSC-54-C 54"x 24V2" 2 2

TWO COMPARTMENTS
THREE DOORS NSC-42-C 42"x 24V2" 1 1

ONE COMPARTMENT
TWO DOORS NSA-42-A 42"x 241/2

" — —
COLORS: All cabinets in white enameled steel with gray sub-bases and plastic handle guards

LAVATORY DRESSING TABLE CABINET CHART

Straight

Front Kneehole

CABINET SIZE LAVATORY SIZE

Width Height Length

LAVATORY
DRESSING
TABLE FOR
DRESSLYN

DS 42
DS 46
DS 58
DS 62

DK 42
DK 46
DK 58
DK 62

181/4" 34V2"

423/4"
46%"
581/2"

621/2
"

20"x 18"
24" x 18"

20"x 18"
24" x 18"

MERRILYN MS 42 MK 42 211/2
" 341/4" 423/4" 20"x 18"

HIGHLYN HS 42 HK 42 21V2" 341/4" 423/4" 20"x 18"

Cabinet Colors: Gray, Peach, Buff, Blue, White
Counter-top Colors: Tan, Mulberry, Gray (Micarta Irish Linen Pattern)

LAVATORY CHART

LAVATORY NAME VITREOUS CAST MONOGRAM QUALITY LEGS AND
and PLATE NUMBER SIZE CHINA IRON TRIM TRIM TOWEL BARS COLORS

ARLENE F 143 24"x 20" Yes Yes Built-in All

COMPANION F 102 ( 22"x 18"

\ 26"x 22"
Yes Yes Yes All

F 104 22"x 18" Yes Yes No All

COMRADE F 121 f 22"x 18" No Yes Yes All

F 122 X 24"x 20" No Yes No All

DECLEDGE F 331 19"x 17" No Yes No All

DENTALEDGE F 572 14"x 14" V Yes Yes No All

DRESSLYN F 127 ( 20"x 18"
J

Yes Yes Built-in All

F 129 X 24"x 18" No Yes Built-in All

HEXAGON P 3857 ( 20"X 18" Acid Yes Yes Yes All except
P 3859

j
Resisting No Yes Yes Tourmaline

P 3867 ) 22"x 19" or Yes Yes No and T’ang

P 3869 l Regular No Yes No Red

HIGHLYN P 3000 20"x 18" Acid Yes Yes Built-in All except

P 3001 20"x 18" Resisting No Yes Tourmaline

or Regular & T’ang Red

LEDGEWOOD P 4100
P 4105

( 19"X 17"

j 22"x 19"

Acid
Resisting
or Regular

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

All except
Tourmaline
& T’ang Red

MARLEDGE F 305 18"x 14"

20"x 14" J
No Yes Yes All

F 306 26"x 14" No Yes No All

MERRILYN F 140 ( 20"x 18" Yes Yes Built-in All

F 141 j 28"x 20" No Yes Built-in All

PARLIAMENT F 93 24"x 20" Yes Yes Yes except All

Built-in

ROXBURY F 150 ( 20"x 18" Yes Yes Yes All

F 151 { 24"x 20"
( 27"x 22"

No Yes Yes All

SYMPHONY F 90 36"x 22" Yes Yes Yes All

TRIMLEDGE F 301 19"x 17" No Yes Yes All

F 302 19"x 17" No Yes No All

VIKING F 385 sides 17"
cor. to front

No Yes No All

2OV2"

SINK CHART

SINK NAME STYLE PLATE NO.
DRAIN BOARD
LOCATION

SIZES

OVERALL BOWL BOWL DEPTH

ROYAL HOSTESS
(cabinet type)

Double drain-

board single

bowl
P 6535

Each side

of bowl
54"x 25"
60"x 25" 193/4"x 17%" 8"

ROYAL HOSTESS
(cabinet type)

Single drain-

board single

bowl

P 6550
P 6552

Left

Right
42"x 25" 193/4"X 173/4" 8"

ROYAL HOSTESS
(cabinet type)

Double bowl P 6575 None 42"x 25" 17V2"x 173/4" 8"

ROYAL HOSTESS
(cabinet type)

Double drain-

board double
bowl

P 6585
Outside ends

of bowls
60"x 25"
72"x 25"

13V2"x 173/4"

16"x 173/4"
8"

CUSTOM-LINE
(counter-top type)

Single bowl
double drain-

board
P 7002

Each side

of bowl
54"x 21" 18V2"x 15V2" 8"

CUSTOM-LINE
(counter-top type)

Single drain-

board single

bowl

P 7004
P 7008

Left

Right
42"x 21" 19V2"x 15V2' 8"

CUSTOM-LINE
(counter-top type)

Single bowl P 7010 None
24"x 21"
30"x 21"

21V2"x 15Vk'

27V2"x 15V2'
8"

CUSTOM-LINE
(counter-top type)

Double bowl P 7015 None
32"x 21"
42"x 21"

13y2"x 15V2
u

18y2 "x 15Vfc'1
8"

COLOR: All sinks are acid resisting enamel on cast-iron—available in all colors except Tourma-
line Green and T'ang Red.

AMERICAN-Standard and *$tai?dard” are trademarks of American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation, 27



8 easy ways to pay for your new AMERICAN-c$taitdai*d bathroom

To make financing your new AMERiCAN-<$tat?dard

Bathroom as easy as possible, here are 8 ways of paying

which you might consider.

1. The Bank—With the necessary security in property,

insurance or stocks and bonds, you may arrange a low

interest loan through your own bank.

2. Refinanced Mortgage— Often a home owner who
has some of his mortgage paid can refinance through the

same mortgager.

3. Open-End Mortgage With No Increase in Payment
— Perhaps, if enough of your mortgage is paid, you can

borrow the cost of your new bathroom and add it to your

mortgage by increasing the number of payments.

4. Open-End Mortgage With No Increase in Time
— Another possibility is to increase the amount of each

payment on your mortgage without increasing the time.

5. F.H.A.—You could take advantage of the National

Housing Act, which insures private lending institutions

against loss on loans for property repair and improve-

ments, and borrow from a local financing institute.

6. Time-Payment Plan— If you have good credit and

the ability to pay, you may want to arrange time payment

financing through your dealer, bank or a finance

company.

7. Step-by-Step Modernizing—You might prefer to

remodel your bathroom a step at a time, paying cash

as you go.

8. New Mortgage— If you’re buying a home that isn’t

complete, or building a new one, simply include the cost

of your American-Standard Bathroom on your original

mortgage.

. . . see your AMERiCAN-c$ta«da*d retailer

Before you build, buy or remodel, see your American- Standard quality products and help you select those that

Standard retailer who sells, installs and services. He will best fit your plans and needs. For his name and number,

be glad to show you the complete line of American- look in the Yellow pages of your phone directory.

Form No. 107-3
Litho in U. S. A.
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